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0 of 0 review helpful Definitely will leave you pondering By Dora Hiers Sharing my takeaway A guilt inducing phone 
call from her brother in law brings Josie Mitchell back home to Sweetwater Gap to help with the apple harvest 
Orchard Manager Grady Mackenzie doesn t appreciate the help especially when Josie admits she came home to 
convince her sister to sell the orchard Relating to Josie was a challeng A story of love and second chances She wished 
she could go back and change things but life doesn t give do overs Could anything but good byes be waiting on the 
other side of Sweetwater Gap Josie Mitchell s sister Laurel thinks she s come home to pitch in with the apple harvest 
and save the family orchard Her brother in law Nate thinks she s there to talk the overworked very pregnant Laurel 
into finally selling the family business The orchard From Publishers Weekly A good kiss goes a long way especially in 
a Christian romance novel that is surely free of much physical entanglement beyond the perfect smooch Bestselling 
romance novelist Hunter in her newest offers the requisite great kiss and loads 
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